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Oracle RAC on VMware - Beware Oversubscription
by Cam Cameron, Senior Consultant

House of Brick, we’ve been virtualizing Oracle RAC on VMware for over twelve years. The
technology is reliable. Of course, prerequisites and best practices exist in a virtual
deployment, just like they do with physical hardware.

Last year, I was sent to a client site where they were reporting RAC node evictions in their
virtual environment. They were predisposed to believe that the issues had to do with the
cluster interconnect, so a VMware NSX expert was also onsite. Suffice it to say that no
network issues were found. I found, within the first hour, that there was some minor
memory ballooning that would occasionally occur, which we determined to be the cause of
the node evictions. The remainder of my visit was spent educating them on why memory
pressure was so bad for Oracle RAC.

READ MORE

Get a Copy of HoB's AWS re:Invent Presentation Deck

Optimize Your Oracle Licenses on Amazon Web Services
Nick Walter, Principal Architect - House of Brick Technologies
Kwesi Edwards, Business Development Manager - AWS
Nathan Biggs, CEO - House of Brick Technologies

Many organizations want to consider a cloud strategy for their business-critical Oracle
workloads. For most, however, the concern about licensing Oracle in AWS seems like a
showstopper. In this session, we discuss your licensing and support options for running
Oracle on AWS, and explore ways to optimize the cost of your Oracle workloads in the
cloud. We also discuss the technical innovations that AWS recently released that support
your ability to optimize the cost of running Oracle on AWS and how these innovations and
services can enable your cloud strategy for Oracle workloads.

SEE THE SLIDES

Oracle’s Largest Customer Unloads All its Oracle Databases
by Dave Welch ( @OraVBCA ), CTO & Chief Evangelist

House of Brick has a growing set of collateral, webcasts, and blog posts on our
experience of replatforming to AWS. On the occasion of re:Invent 2019, this blog post will
focus on the experience of AWS customer Amazon.com. First, we’ll review the replatform
of the Amazon.com data warehouse off of Oracle. Then we’ll review Amazon.com’s
successful unload of its ~7,500 non-bundled Oracle databases.

I suggest you organize three lunch and learns to play these sessions. It so happens that
re:Invent has made what I consider to be a great gift: no fee registration or even login is
needed to view these sessions.

READ MORE

Catch up on House of Brick's Latest Webinars

Crossing the Cloud Chasm for Enterprise Applications 
Nathan Biggs, CEO - House of Brick Technologies
John Grange, CTO - OpsCompass

Modern Data Strategies
Mike Stone CIO & Lead Architect - House of Brick Technologies

Oracle Database Challenges in a Hybrid Cloud World
Nick Walter, Principal Architect - House of Brick Technologies
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Designing Scalable Oracle Database Solutions in AWS
Nick Walter, Principal Architect - House of Brick Technologies

How Will Changes to Java Licensing Impact You?
David Woodard, Principal Architect - House of Brick Technologies
Jeff Klemme, Principal Architect - House of Brick Technologies
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Industry News

Gartner, Splunk & McKinsey - IT Infrastructure &... 

Gartner presented its top 10 trends likely to impact IT infrastructure and operations
in 2020. Splunk & McKinsey have their own lists. All emphasize the importance of
automation, AI, scalability, IOT and other areas that will determine 2020... 

Read more 
www-forbes-com.cdn.ampproje... 

AWS re:Invent 2019: News, Announcements And Analysis 

CRN is live in Las Vegas for AWS re:Invent 2019. Bookmark this page for the latest
news, videos and exclusive videos from the show floor. 

Read more 
www.crn.com 
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